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ABSTRACT 

/\. pcrYas i\'e dec line in civic engagement during the las t quarter of the 20th 

Ce ntury prompted scores of scholars to explore the media-citi zenship relationship. The 

prese nt in vesti gation examines the relationship between news media use, trust, civic 

engage ment. and social capital , following September 11, 200 I. A leading scholar 

(Putnam. 200 I) contends that trust underlies civic mindedness. Putnam's research points 

to media use as an agent of mistrust and civic decay. 

The hypotheses under investigation run counter to notions that contend media use 

and trust are negatively related. It was hypothesized that trust, civic engagement, and 

soc ial capital would significantly increase with news media use in the present study. The 

study occurred in the wake of the September 11, 2001, attack on America. The findings 

provide a cross-sectional summary of primary civic determinant relationships following 

the critical incident. 

A survey of 338 Clarksville, Tennessee, residents produced significant results in 

support of several proposed news media use, trust, and civic engagement hypotheses. As 

respondents' news media use increased, their overall level of trust, social capital, and 

civic engagement increased. The findings did not support the premise that trust underlies 

civic engagement. The findings illustrate a potentially dynamic relationship between 

news media use, trust and civic engagement in our democracy. 

iv 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Self-sacrifice and cooperat1·on re t A · · · · presen core mencan values. Civic virtue rests 

at the foundation of our democracy' s success and longevity. Throughout U.S. history, 

individuals have worked together for the common good. The pursuit of that common 

good often required selflessness. Self-sacrificing working-class heroes and heroines 

adorn our history books. 

In the wake of the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks on America, working

class men and women have again emerged at the forefront of our nation's consciousness. 

Firefighters working at the World Trade Center rai sed the American flag and hoisted a 

national icon. Images of civic virtue, like those emerging from ground zero fortify our 

national self-image. We may only know them as the Tennessee volunteers, New York 

police or the working women on the home front , but their place in history is 

unquestioned. 

The power of individual citizens working together has preserved the great 

experiment of American democracy for more than two centuries. However, fewer and 

fewer Americans were working together during the last quarter of the 20th Century. At 

first the decline went relatively unnoticed. It followed the greatest surge in civic 

involvement in the nation 's history (Putnam, 2001). 

The disengaging trend garnered much attention at the close of the 20th Century. 

Individualism gradually replaced cooperation as an American trademark (Eberly, 1994). 

Th · I · I t of shift forced academicians to take notice. As we entered a e socio og1ca symp oms 
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new century , a new urgency emerged. Social scientist feared the unprecedented decline 

in civic involvement and responsibility threatened the American way (Putnam, 2001; 

Eberly, 1994; Cappella and Jamieson, 1996; Patterson, 1996). However, following the 

September 11, 2001, attack on America, examples of civic virtue abound. Americans 

gave of their blood, time, and money to help fellow citizens in their hours of need. 

Our nation ' s leaders recognized the importance of a continued sense of 

citizenship. President George W. Bush called citi zens to action in the war against terror 

and for the preservation of democracy. Bush sent an act before the U.S. Congress in April 

2002 designed to promote a continuation of the po. tat tack civic vitality. Bush's Citizen 

Service Act would encourage Americans to prov ide 4,000 hours of civic service. 

Following September 11 , 200 I, Americans asked. ''How can I helpT and "What can I 

do?" Bush's Citi zen Corps provided Americans with an answer to those questi ons 

(Volunteering for A111erica. n.d .) "We want to be a at ion that serves goals larger than 

self. We have been offered a unique opportunit y. and we mu. t not let thi s moment pass" 

(President De/i1 •ers State of the Union Address. 2002 . Janu ary 29. ~5 1 ). 

Before the Citi zen Corps and the Citi zen Services Ac t. researchers foc used much 

attention on sources of civic virtue. Rec iproc it y. trust. and honesty were commonl y 

in ves ti gated variables within the construct of social cap ital. Public opinion polls are used 

to measure these. Opinions regarding social capital. rec iproc ity, trust. and honesty may 

It f d. -onal experience and interac tion with others (Putnam, 200 I; resu rom me ta , pers • 

Eberly, 1994; Shah. Kwak. and Holbert , 2001 a). 

Th
. d · t. oates the relati onship between media use. determinants of civic 1s stu y mves l e · 

· · · · s ber 11 200 I. sample. At this time in 
virtue, and c1v1c engagement 111 a post- eptem , 
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hi story, it grows increasingly important to increase our understanding of the relationship 

between media use and civic life through new research approaches (Putnam, 2001 ; 

Bennett, 200 I ; McLeod, 200 I; Bimber, 2000; Dahlgren, 2000; Mutz, 2001; Chaffeee, 

2001 ; Iyengar, 2001). 

First, thi s paper will briefl y di scuss ri se and fa ll of civic life during the 20th 

Century with attention to three generati ons of American. - the Civic Generation. Baby 

Boomers and Generati on X. Then, it operati onall y defin es term. relevant to civic research 

along with the predictors of engagement including soc ial capit al. community integration, 

and trust. The role of publi c opinion re. earch wi ll be di . cus. ed. 

With that evidence in mind. it int roduces hypothc. e. and methods of evaluati on. 

The proposed hypotheses will be tes ted using a r:rndoml y selec ted survey sample 

includin g :D8 res ident s of larksv illc. Tennessee. interviewed hy telephone by two 

research methods classes. Trust and news media u,c arc cxpc tcd to correlate pos iti ve ly. 

Both arc c:x pcc tcd to relate pos it ively to ·i,·ic encagcmcnt and soc ial api tal. 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

From the dawn of the 20th Century, Americans' civic participation increased with 

the exception of a brief decline during the Great Depression. After World War II, 

participation skyrocketed. "World War II occasioned a massive outpouring of patriotism 

and collective solidarity" (Putnam, 2001, p. 54). This engaged generation of Americans 

set the standard of civic virtue in the 20th Century and earned the Civic Generation label. 

The generation represents all those born prior to the Baby Boom of 1946. These 

Americans include those who endured the Great Depression and won World War II. 

Civic service is expected to peak when a generation matures into mid-life. When 

the Civic Generation came of age, civic !if e peaked in America. With each passing year, 

new membership records were establi shed in civic and religious organi zations during 

their soc ial reign (Putnam, 200 I). 

The children of the Civic Generation were less engaged in community life. The 

Baby Boomers represent Americans born bet ween 1946 and 1964. They came of age 

durino an era of increas in o political and soc ial cyn icism. Watergate and Vietnam broke 
b b 

their trust and man-ed their civic spirit. Like their predecessors, the Boomers were 

expected to step up to the plate of civic engageme nt when the cohort reached middle age. 

Instead , the Baby Boomers di sengaged. and all indicators of civic participation steadily 

decreased during their generation (Putnam, 200 I) . Nearly three decades of political 

· · f II d w t te and fostered the decline in American citizenship (Perloff, cyn1c1sm o owe a erga 

1998). 



The children of Baby Boomers were even more civically detached. Generation 

X, defined as the cohort born following 1964, matured in the post-Watergate era. 

Generation X marks the most cynical and civically inactive generation yet according to 

all measures of engagement (Putnam, 2001). 

Although we are still the most civically engaged country in the free world, 
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America entered a pervasive-downward civic trend in the last quarter of the 20th Century. 

Following the peak of the Civic Generation, Baby Boomers began a slow, steady 

withdrawal from civic life. Political , civic, religious, and recreation organizational 

participation plummeted by more than half. The decline was equally di stributed across all 

demographic groups. "On average across all these organi zations, membership rates began 

to plateau in I 957 , peaked in the earl y I 960s, and began the period of sustained decline 

by 1969" (Putnam, 200 I, p. 55). 

Alarmin o relati ve chanoes are ev ident from Roper's Social and Political Trends 
b b 

Survey data between the 1973-74 and 1993-94 surveys. Individuals who reported serving 

as an offi cer of a club or organi zation and wo rking fo r a political party each fell by 42 % 

over two decades. Thirty- nine percent fewer responde nts reported working as a 

committee member fo r some local organi za tion. Thi rty-five percent fewer reported that 

they had attended a public meeting on town or school affairs. 

Ed · I ·no as the primary predictor of civic engagement, lost its ucation , ong serv1 b 

· · · · J A111ericans were better educated, enoaomo strenoth While mcreasmg y more 
b b b b ' 

· rt 'c ipated The participation decline 
increasingly fewer well-educated Americans pa 1 · 

h d th t of other demooraphic oroups. "In absolute terms, 
among the well educated mate e a b 

0 

the declines are oreatest among the better educated" (Putnam, 200 I, p. 56). 
. b 



Toda y. Americans J·oin nati onal 1· t t · · · · n eres organi zations in an attempt to promote 
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their interest s. Orga ni za ti ons like the American Associati on of Retired Persons (AARP), 

dominate the civic landscape National support a cause · t· 1·k h AARP h · - - organiza ions I e t e , t e 

nation 's largest, have replaced traditional organizations with local chapters in our society. 

AA RP continues to grow and demand attention. Despite the organization's 

politicall y powerful status, few members have direct contact with other members in an 

organi zational capacity. Membership often means "moving a pen, not making a meeting" 

(p. 51 ). The organization is based in Washington, DC. "The AARP is politically 

significant, but it demands little of its members' energies and contributes little to their 

social capital" (p. 51). 

Membership in traditional civic, religious, and recreation organizations fell by 90 

% during the last quarter of the 20th Century. However, the list of cause-supporting 

organizations has tripled in the last 25 years. "So the vigor of the Washington-based 

organizations, though they are large, proliferating, and powerful," Putnam argues, "is an 

unreliable guide to the vitality of social connectedness and civic engagement in American 

communities" (p. 52). 

Civic participation has long been measured by organizational membership rosters 

and self-reported involvement on national surveys. However with the new phenomenon 

of more distant, non-local organizations, Putnam suggests more telling measures are 

those that ask individuals to report the frequency of attending or leading meetings, for 

example. When this latter measure is used, the decline in American civic engagement is 

well documented and pervasive (Putnam, 2001). 



Generation X is challengin t d' · 1 g ra ttiona constructs and methodologies of civic 

engagement inquiry. When the Internet became ·1 bl · · ava1 a e to average citizens, the 

technology promised to break traditional barriers in th d · 0 1· e emocrat1c process. n- me 

citizens would enjoy access to a mass communication d' d ·d f k me mm ev01 o gate eeper 

restrictions. The access promised to revitalize and revolut· · · · 1·~ · A · 10mze c1v1c 11e m menca. 

Unfortunately, Delli Carpini (2000) found that the most connected citizens are the most 

civically detached by those traditional measures. 

As the Internet continues to grow, the implications of this finding alone are 

alarming. Delli Carpini's (2000) work suggests that America's civic disengagement is 

likely to continue. Some scholars agree and believe the downward spiral may spell 

trouble for our democracy (Eberly, 1994). 

Others paint a more positive picture of civic engagement in the information age. 
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Since we live in a new era, they argue that the constructs and variables of civic 

engagement have changed too. Civic virtue has traditionally been measured by evaluating 

variables like volunteerism, voting, organizational participation, and membership. Some 

researchers contend that the economic globalization promoted by the Internet has further 

blurred the boundaries of communication, political science, economics, and marketing 

(Scammell, 2000; Shah et al., 2001a; Shah, McLeod, & Yoon, 2001 b) . 

Scammell (2000) proposed that Americans are still engaged, but citizenship has 

taken on a new meaning in our global economy. Citizen-consumers engage in civic 

commerce. The citizen consumers bypass traditional avenues of civic action in favor of 

more effective economic measures. Civically engaged citizen-consumers now cast 

powerful dollar votes in their buying choices. For example, citizens exerted economic 



innuence for political gain in the fight for protection of animal rights. Civically 

responsible citizen-consumers demanded dolphin free tuna B b · 1 d I h. f - . y uymg on y o p m- ree 

brands of tuna, they promoted their civic interests . Scammell's (2000) notion is 

encouraging, but incongruent with the traditional paradigms of civic research. 

Eberly (1994) represents one traditional perspective, which contends that such 

behavior promotes social isolation and may be illustrative of civic decay rather than 

evidence of a revolutionary resurgence. He extended a call to action to Americans and 

argued that policy makers are incapable of leading the much-needed civic reform. He 

placed the responsibility squarely on citi zens. According to Eberly 's philosophy, 
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Americans must renew their core values. In order to do thi , everything must change. One 

of the carriers of the new di sengaged order is self-centered language in a society 

composed of right-seeking litigants rather than citi zens. Eberly targeted the potential 

agents of reform while endorsing language that promotes community against the trend of 

individualism. With all social signs pointing toward di ersity, he suggested that only 

verba li zed homooenous cultu ral val ues wil l save the American spirit. Since September 
C, 

11 , 200 I, real-world indicators point toward such a trend . 

Civic Engagement and Politica l Participation 

Civic engagement "refers to participation in civic and community activi ties" 

(S I h I 200 I I 46) The definition covers a broad range of soc ial ac ti vities from 1a et a ., a, p. . 

· · JI d h. s·mplyput acivicallyen°a 0 ed bowling in leagues to civic organizal!ona ea ers 1P· 1 , 0 0 

. d .. d 1 . . 1 d ·n the comn1unity A clear understanding of civic engagement 111 1v1 ua 1s mvo ve 1 · 

· d epts of community and citizenship. In order to 
requires knowledge of the assoc iate cone 



be a citizen, an individual must do much more than b 1 d · may e common y expecte m 

today's culture. Citizenship requires active communi·ty d 1·t· 1 · · · an po 1 1ca part1c1pat1on. 

"For democracy to work, community is necessary" (Friedland, 2001, p. 358). 

Community represents more than a group of people living in proximity to one another. 

Networks of social reciprocity and social capital distinguish a community. Trust and 

honesty are important social norms. Cooperation is the cornerstone of the concept of 

community. Communities are systems of soc ial networks, and citizens are the working 

components within the system (Eberly, 1994). 

According to Putnam (200 I), di scuss ions of citizenship too often start and stop 

with political participation . He contend that political participation represents onl y one 

facet of civic engagement. Politica l parti cipati on includes behaviors like voting and 
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attending a political speech or rall y. While such ac ti viti es arc not central to the construct 

of civic engagement as defined by Putnam (200 1 ), he ac kn owledges that the con truct of 

political parti cipation and civic engagement certain ly overlap. Citizenship, however, 

requires much more than voting. A general definition of a ci ti zen would be a civicall y 

engaged individual (Eberly, 1994) . Engagement for the purposes of thi s discussion would 

encompass communal and political ac ti viti es ou tside the scope of work . According to thi s 

definition. New York firefi ghters running to ard the burning World Trade Center would 

be excluded. Citi zens lined up outside the Red Cro . on eptember 12. 200 I, and those 

· · · · · · · · · · d a community oro-anization would be who have part1c1pated m s11rnlar ac t1 v1t1es or JOllle o 

of primary interest. Volunteering, altruism. and philanth ropy ac ti vities serve as popular 

measures of enoaoement (Putnam. 200 I). 
0 0 
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McLeod , Dietram, Scheufele, and Moy (1999) defined civic engagement as a 

1ype of political participation. In their study, "forum" (p. 323) participation encompassed 

the type of participation Putnam (2001) calls civic engagement. The actions that define 

the synonymous terms fall slightly outside the scope of traditional political participation. 

Forum participation included speaking up at meeting, expressing an opinion different 

from others at a meeting, and volunteering to work on an issue with others. 

Traditional political participation involves activities like attending a neighborhood 

meeting, writing a letter to the editor or calling a radio station, voting, working for a 

political campaign, and contacting a public official. The participation is always local. In 

contrast with forum participation, McLeod et al. (1999) called these activities 

"institutional" (p. 323) participation. In this study, all forms of participation will be called 

civic engagement. 

Social Capital 

Social capital theory provides a parsimonious explanation of the processes 

underlying civic engagement. Eberly (1994) and Putnam (200 l) present detailed 

summaries of social capital and social reciprocity. Social capital is the currency of 

community that fuels collective action. "The core idea of social capital theory is that 

social networks have value" (Putnam, 2001, p. 19). Lubell and Scholz (2001) 

· Th manipulated levels of niceness and experimentally examined the construct. ey 

d h b. cts were indeed most cooperative within 
reciprocity across groups and foun t at su Je 

the nice and reciprocal group. 

. (2001) social capital's value rests in the "social networks 
According to Putnam , 

h. that arise from them" (p. 19). Much like 
and the norms of reciprocity and trustwort mess 



financ ial capital, soc ial capital serves both a public d · d C · 1· 
an pnvate goo . ap1ta ism 

requires networks of reciprocity and trustworthiness Th d II · h f . e o ar 1s t e currency o 

capitali sm. The value of the dollar depends on the stock market, which depends on 

indi vidual businesses and investors. Businesses gain financial capital from trusting 

investors. The investors in tum expect to benefit privately from their investment. The 

economy benefits from the trust and exchange of capital. The value of money rises and 

fall s with trust. If businesses fail, investors lose their money and faith in the financial 

network. 
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Social capital is a currency of democracy. The value of social capital rises and 

falls in much the same way as the dollar. Citizens invest their social resources of trust and 

honesty. These investments are manifest in volunteering and altruism. The investment 

may be as a simple as helping a neighbor harvest a crop or giving money to a charitable 

organization. 

Previous exchanges, private and public, set the value of the social capital. For 

example, if you were robbed the last time you picked up a hitchhiker, your social capital 

may be low with regard to hitchhikers. However, if your car had recently broken down in 

a remote location forcing you to hitchhike, you may place a higher value in the social 

capital of the exchange because an altruistic traveler helped you. These are examples of 

private exchanges of social capital within the community. Although we may not expect 

th h. hh 'k h 1 when we are in need we expect someone else to return the e same 1tc I er to e pus , 

favor. 

W. h h 1· d other the public facet of social capital comes into play. 1t t e genera 1ze , 

. f y may not ever repay this person, but you will be Someone did a good deed or you. ou 



more apt to help someone else like you. Additionally, you may find someone helping 

you with no expectation of repayment or merely hear of such altruism. The value of 
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social capital is high because you perceive your investment to be worth much to you and 

others. Social capital will run low when examples of abuse in social transactions are 

prevalent. To return to the hitchhiking illustration, Americans do not typically pick up 

hitchhikers. It is commonl y known that these transactions are low in social capital and 

potentially deadly. They are not worth the investment. 

The investment aspect of the equation relates specifically to the expectation of 

social rec iprocity . Social capital determines worth of citi zenshi p, which is determined by 

social reciprocity. The concept return to the premise that I will help you with the 

expectation of you or someone else returning the favo r. "A . ociety characteri zed by 

generali zed rec iproc ity is more effi cient than a distrustful soc iety. fo r the same rea on 

money is more effi cient than barter· ' (p . 19). 

High social capital may enrich or condemn a communi ty. Social capital may be 

used to accomplish pos itive and negati ve outcomes. The po. iti e outcomes incl ude 

mutual support, cooperation. trust. and institutional effec tivenes . while nega ti ve 

outcomes include sectari ani sm. ethnocentrism, and corrupt ion. Th is discus. ion foc u es on 

. . • h. h · I ·ta! as a de irable fea ture. pos1t1 ve outcomes treating 1g soc1a cap1 • 

b d. f nction in soc iety. Bridging Social capital may serve bridging or on mg u · 

. ul ation while bonding u ually applies to 
charac teri zes linkages with heterogeneous pop · 

" . . 1 ·ta! constitutes a kind of sociological superglue, 
homogenous groups. Bonding soc1a capi 

·ct · loo ical WD-40" (p. 23). whereas bridoino prov1 es a socio o 
0 0 



Community Integration 

The community integration concept provides another explanation of processes 

underlying civic engagement. Community integration similarly contends that one's 

perceived level of integration in one's community relates positively with civic 

engagement. Although social capital gained much notoriety with Putnam's recent work, 

discussions of community integration date back over a century (McLeod, Daily, et al., 

1996). McLeod et al. ( 1996) recently revitalized the discussion when they defined 

community integration as " ... a set of processes (or relationships or arrangements) (a) 

among institutions within the community; (b) between those institutions and the larger 

society; and (c) between community institutions and groups and individuals within the 

community" (p. 181 ). 
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Their study demonstrated the multidimensionality of community integration. The 

results suggested that community integration consists of fi ve dimensions: psychological 

attachment, interpersonal discussion networks, city versus group, local versus 

cosmopolitan, and city versus neighborhood. A total of 15 indicators were used to 

measure the five dimensions. Strong psychological attachment, interpersonal di scussion 

network connectedness, and identification with the city positi vely related with civic 

participation. 

. . . 1 h mmunity inteo ration involves individual judgments Like social capita t eory, co o 

. . . d h. ch theoretically influence civic participation. of sat1sfact1on and mterconnecte ness, w 1 

. . . . 1 th or was not specifically addressed in the Trust, the principal vanable m social capita e Y, 

. al network connectedness, McLeod et al. (1996) study. However, mterperson 



rsychological attachment, and city versus nei hb . . _ _ 
g orhood d1mens1onal indicators could 
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arguahl y be measuring trust. Replication of th t d . . . 
es u Y including a trust index could 

di . tingui sh or unite the theories. 

McLeod et al. (1999) recognized 1 a comp ementary relationship between at least 

two community integration dimensions - city versus neighbo h d d · I r oo an mterpersona 

networks - and social capital. "Both of these dimensions of community integration link 

individual-level measures to more macroscopic community characteristics. Individual 

ties, in other words, produce social capital" (p. 318). It is important to recognize the 

complementary construct in this review. Relatively, few scholars have specifically 

evaluated media use in association with social capital theory. However, they have more 

frequently examined the relationship from a community integration perspective. 

Interpersonal Trust 

Trust and honesty underlie social reciprocity; they make it work (Putnam, 2001). 

The importance of these established cultural norms and expectations are so valued that 

our culture assigns clinical diagnoses to individuals embodying the antithesis of 

trustworthy and honest citizens. These extreme social deviants often earn the label of 

Antisocial Personality Disorder. The American Psychiatric Association' s Diagnostic and 

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders: Fourth Edition (1994) identifies the essential 

feature of the disorder as "a pervasive pattern of disregard for, and violation, of the rights 

of others (p. 645)." 

Th · f h t allows individuals to trust one another and survive. e expectation o ones y 

" . 11.'" ,, (P t m 2001 p 21) Human life depends on Trustworthiness lubricates socia 11e u na , , · · 

· · • • · · l · · J t" n Social trust is either thick or thin. 
soc ial rec1proc1ty. Survival 1s less hke Y m iso a 10 · 



Thick tru st represents the type of trust between indiv 'd 1 •t· 
1 

. .f. 
1

15 
1 ua c1 1zens. t 1s more spec, 1c. 

will help you today, because you helped me yesterday 
O 

·11 h I , r you w1 e p me tomorrow. 

The trust is based on personal experience. The networks of these transactions have 

names, often family names within communities. For example, you trust given individuals 

because you know that they would give you the shirts off their backs, or you distrust 

them because they are known to take advantage of people. Thick trust is based on 

specific, personal experiences and may relate to thin trust, but thin trust is actually the 

important concept in social capital. Thin trust is a more abstract trust, extending to 

individuals and institutions that an individual has no concrete experience with. 

We trust our doctors to help us when we are ill . Even though we may not 

personally know our doctor, our social expectation dictates that doctors may be trusted 

with our lives. We trust our farmers to raise the crops necessary for survival. In general, 

we trust others. We believe that others also abide by the Golden Rule. We trust in the 

belief that: You will do unto me, as I would do unto you. These examples exemplify thin 

trust. Thin trust is central to the concept of social reciprocity. Thin trust encompasses 

nameless networks and expected transactions (Putnam, 200 1 ). 

Institutional Trust 

The media and our political leaders have suffered substantial setbacks in the realm 

. l996) The media provide ci tizens with of public trust (Cappella and Jamieson, · 

. . h. s of individuals and entities. As an information and cues regarding the trustwort mes 

d f h ervasive political cynicism in Post-
institution, the media have been blame or t e P 

. . icism took root during the Nixon and 
Wateroate and Vietnam Amenca. Media cyn 

b 

. . e ivotal years spurred the new era in 
Johnson administrations. Deception m thos P 



journali sm and di stru st in America's pol"t' . 1 icians. Throughout the I 960s, only 
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presidenti al candidate Barry Goldwater nett d . 
e a negative Gallup rating. Since then, 

virtually every candidate has (Putnam 2001) M • 
, · easures hke Gallup's Public Opinion Poll 

indicated a decline in public trust in govern t ff" . 1 men ° 1c1a s over the last 40 years. 

National indicators pointed toward a sharp decline in the public's trust in the 

institution of media in the 1990s "The National op· · R h C · m1on esearc enter (NCOR) found 

that the drop in the public 's confidence in news media ha b · II · s een especia y steep m recent 

years" (Cappella and Jamieson, 1996, p. 83 ). Individuals reported less confidence in 

individuals running the press. Only 11 % said they had confidence in the individuals 

running the press, while those saying they had no confidence climbed to 39% in 1993 

(Cappella and Jamieson, 1996). 

The Role of Public Opinion 

Evidence points to trust, social reciprocity, and honesty as predictors of social 

capital. If, as Putnam (200 l) argues, social capital is a currency of social life and the 

cornerstone of civic virtue, it is important researchers focus their attention on these 

variables. Since the variables are social science constructs, surveys function as the 

primary measure of these variables. Public opinion polls are used to measure trust

employing questions like the following: "Generally speaking, would you say that most 

people can be trusted, or that you cannot be too careful in dealing with people?" (p. 137). 

It is clear that trust, social capital, and social reciprocity are not as readily indexed 

as financial capital on the New York Stock Exchange. There is no single daily indicator 

like the Dow Jones Industrial Average. Our opinions are, however, based on the weight 

Of th ·ct Th f dai·ly news may serve as our daily indicator of the value e ev1 ence. ere ore, our 



of our social capital. "Citizens form their ideas fro I · 
1 m sore y mcomp ete accounts, 
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hav ing little or no contact with actual events· they filter all th h h h · , ey see t roug t e1r own 

prejudices and fears" (Price, 1992 p 17) Putnam (2001) 
1
· ct· t th · f , · · n ,ca es e importance o 

further advances in the measurement of these constructs through the use of public opinion 

polls. 

Incomplete accounts and limited contact with the actual events serve as the source 

of public opinion (Price, 1992). Although the 200 l terrorist attacks occurred in the 

United States, in post-September 11, 2001 , Americans had limited contact with the actual 

events. Since the government controlled much of the information, media use for news 

would be expected to affect citizen perceptions in a way consistent with the media 

message. 

For example, dominant themes of patrioti sm and unity would be expected to 

enhance the social capital index. Accounts of civ ically virtuous heroes and heroines, like 

those on United Airlines Flight 83 on September 11 , 2001 , would likely boost the index 

of social capital in the court of public opinion. United Flight 83 crashed near Pittsburgh, 

Pennsylvania, after passengers allegedly confronted their highj ackers. Courageous 

l.f. d the American spirit in the 0 ovemment 's passengers would seemed to have exemp 1 1e o 

message following the attacks. 

Media Use 

d. public opinion reoarding interpersonal trust, The influence of the mass me ia on ° 

I" . 1 articipation remains widely debated. 
institutional trust, civic engagement, and po ,uca P 

h the media promote cynicism and One body of empirical literature argues t at 

I 1996. Weaver J 996; Cappella and . H l 996- yen oar, ' ' di sengagement (Putnam, 200 l ; art, , 0 



Jamieson, 1996; Patterson, 1996). Another argue th t h ff . . . 18 
s a t e e ect depends on md1V1dual 

and use variables (Brehm and Rahn 1997· Eveland d Sh h 
200 ' , an a , O; Scheufele and Shah, 

2000; Valentino, Beckmann, and Buhr 2001) The bulk of th ·d f1' db h" , · e ev1 ence o 1ere y t 1s 

group indicates that media use often promotes trust and engagement. 

Political science and communication scholars point to the mass media as a culprit 

of social cynicism and civic disengagement (Putnam, 2001; Gerbner, Gross, Morgan, and 

Signorielli, 1980; Hart, 1996; Iyengar, 1996; Weaver, 1996; Cappella and Jamieson, 

1996; Patterson, 1996). This faction primarily contends that the mass media report and 

frame issues in a way that promotes cynicism - the antithesis of trust (Iyengar, 1996; 

Putnam, 200 l; Weaver, 1996; Cappella and Jamieson, 1996; Patterson, 1996). Others 

argue that television creates a false sense of engagement for viewers (Putnam, 2001; 

Hart, 1996). Another argument asserts that the media extend a worldview that promotes 

di strust through portrayals of violence (Gerbner, Gross, Morgan, and Signorielli, 1980). 

Putnam (2001) promotes a time-displacement hypothesis, which argues that hours spent 

watching television viciously consumes civic vitality hour-by-hour. 

Growing evidence contradicts many of these premises and suggests that news 

media use exerts positive influence on civic life. As digi tal interaction has replaced face

to-face contact, accepted variables of trust, engagement, and contentment within the 

· · d" f · · 1·1' have been applied to understanding their functions in the ex1stmg para 1gms o c1v1c 11e 

new social arena of the Internet. Shah et al. (2001 a) examined the relationship between 

. . h · d·cators of social capital were tested various media uses and social capital. T ree m 1 

. . f t" sfaction across three aenerations. The three 
mcludinu civic engaaement, trust, and h e sa 1 0 

b b 

. . 11 index of social capital. They found that 
mdicators were combined to provide an overa 



media innucnce depended on generational and use · bl O II 
van a es. vera , the use of the 
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Int erne t for recreation correlated negatively with soci·a1 ·t I h"l · f · capt a , w 1 e m ormat1on 

exchange including financial management correlated posi·t· I T 1 · · h d 1ve y. e ev1s1on ar news use 

was positively associated with social capital, but overall use was negatively related. 

Newspaper use seems to serve an engaging function fostering social capital. These results 

were consistent across generations. 

However, Shah et al. (200 I a) found generational difference in the relationships 

between media use and social capital. Generation X's social capital was best predicted by 

Internet use . In contrast, social capital among Baby Boomers was most related to hard 

news use of television, while newspaper use predicted social capital in the Civic 

Generation. Based on their findings, they reiterate the possibility of a life cycle and 

cohort effect similar to Putnam's (200 I) proposal. According to this premise, the 

variables should be measured over time due to the dynamic influence of mediums of 

communication. 

McLeod et al. (1996) and McLeod et al. (1999) examined the relationship 

between political participation, local newspaper, and local television news use from a 

· · · Th 1996 t d found strong positive and significant community mtegrat1on perspective. e s u Y 

· · · · · P holooical relationships between local media use and poht1cal participation. syc 0 

. . . 1 k I doe interpersonal discussion group attachment to the community, poht1ca now e o , 

. do 1 increased with television and newspaper connectedness, and community knowle oe a so 

. . . nnectedness attachment, or knowledge 
use. Newspaper use did not predict act!Vlty, co ' 

any better than television use. 



McLeod ct al. ( 1999) reevaluated the d . 20 
same ata set using a structural modeling 

equal ion. The stati sti cal design allowed them t · f . . 0 10 er causal relat1onsh1ps among 

community integration, political participation and ct· • 
, me ia use variables. In the 1999 

analysis, researchers differentiated between instituti·onal rt· · · h. · pa 1c1pat1on, w 1ch includes 

attending a meeting, and forum participation which includes t 11 ki h , ac ua y spea ng at t at 

meeting. 

Local newspaper use had the strongest overall impact on institutional 

participation, while interpersonal communication had the strongest overall impact on 

forum participation. Local television news use closely followed interpersonal 

communication in predicting forum participation, but newspapers had no effect. The 

finding challenges other observed evidence, which indicates the opposite to be true. 

However, the authors recognized that the observation of no newspaper effect on forum 

participation could be an artifact of the questionnaire used. 

McLeod et al. (1999) present evidence pointing to the local news media as a civic 

catalyst. "Overall, it is clear that communication plays a central role in stimulating and 

enabling local political participation" (p. 330). Their results indicate that local news 

media use promotes knowledge that prompts interpersonal discussions, which promote 

participation. 

Eveland and Scheufele (2000) examined this notion using a differential-gains 

hypothesis . According to the hypothesis, "People who process news content more 

. l"kely to extract relevant pieces of 
carefully by talking it over with others are more 1 

d h · t · hard for some users to extract 
political knowledge" (p. 51 ). They con ten t at I is 

. Th fore they tum to other people for 
politically useful content from the media. ere ' 



;111 :i l ~ ,1, . Their rc~ u It s supported the diff . . 21 
ercnt1 al-ga ins hypothes is. Hard-news 

nc,, ~papcr use related positively with 1 .. · po 1t1cal participat' Th . . . ion. e s1gnif1cant relationship 
\\'as c,·cn stronger when interac ting w·th . 

I mterpersonal communication. Scheufele and 

Shah (2000) also assessed the role of ini . . 
ormat1onal variables in the production of social 

capit al and fo und onl y weak effects "that r · . . 
were 1m1ted to c1v1c engagement" (p. I 07). 

Hypotheses 

HI: Overall trust increases with news media use. 

H2: Interpersonal trust increases with news media use. 

H3: Media trust increases with news media use. 

H4: Political trust increases with news media use. 

HS: Civic engagement increases with overall trust. 

H6 : Civic engagement increases with news media use. 

H7: Social capital increases with news media use. 

Rationale 

The predicted relationships correspond with previously observed empirical 

evidence in mass media research. It has been argued that media use corresponded with 

cynici sm (Putnam, 200 l; Gerbner, Gross, Morgan, and Signorielli, 1980; Hart, 1996; 

Weaver, 1996; Cappella and Jamieson, 1996; Patterson, 1996). However, hard news uses 

have consistently fostered trust and civic virtue (McLeod el al., 1996, 1999; Shah et al., 

200 1 a, 200 I b; Scheufele and Shah, 2000). 

Because media use means informational or news consumption in this study, civic 

engagement would be expected to increase with media use. Overall media use 

encompasses use of media for informational purposes including television news, 
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nc\\'spapcr. and Internet news sites. In the wake of the September 11 , 2001 , attacks, 

real-world observation and media reports indicated a widespread rebirth of unity and trust 

among Americans. 

Since trust theoretically underlies social capital, which drives civic virtue, the 

attacks may have initiated a new cycle in American civic life - a new Civic Generation. 

The hypothesized relationships should support the theoretical construct of social capital 

a it relates to civic engagement theory. Trust should positively correlate with civic 

engagement. Although it is impossible to measure a national shift in trust and civic 

engagement using the city survey conducted, the study may serve as an indicator of 

relationships researchers may expect with forthcoming national surveys in a potentially 

new American era. 



CHAPTER III 

METHODS 

Two mass communication research methods classes authored and administered a 

random-city telephone survey November 12-28 2001 at a · I · · · h , , , reg1ona university m t e 

Southeastern United States (N = 338). The response rate was 43 .8%. The survey 

measured civic engagement, patriotism, info rmation media u e and trust in November 

200 I following the attacks on America. The survey included 45 items. Fi fteen items were 

directl y addressed in the hypotheses under in ves tigation (See Appendix). 

News Medi a Use Measure 

Medi a use items in thi s study foc us on news exc lusively. The fi rst 11 items 

measured reported news medi a u e. From those items, seven were retained fo r evaluati on. 

Items 2, 3, and 4 respecti vely addressed how close ly the respondent had been fo llowi ng 

the news about the war in Afghani stan, the anth rax letters, and the terrorist attacks . 

Responses were based on a fo ur- point Likert Scale ranging from very closely to not 

closely at all. The items were recoded so that score ranged from not closely ( I) at all to 

very closely (4). 

Item 7 measured newspaper use. Responde nts were asked how many day they 

read a newspaper in the preceding week (0-7). Item 9 addres. ed the freque ncy of pec ific 

. d d fi b sures with a I 0-poin t thermostat newspaper content uses and 111clu e 1ve su mea 

,ct ( IO) The areas of content addressed 
response scale ranging from rarely ( I) to ever) ay · 

. . . t and politics, local news, local 
111cluded international affairs, national govemmen 



cd1tn11 :il. and loca l human in terest. The local hum · . -
an-111terest questi on represented the 

nn l~ ~oft -news measure included in the study. 

Item 10 measured viewing of evening news broad t d · I d d h cas s an 111c u e t ree 

submeasures with a I 0-point thermostat response scale ranging from rarely (l) to 

everyday ( I 0). Respondents were asked how often they watched the national evening 

news. local news at 6 p.m., and local news at JO p.m. 
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Item 12 measured Internet news use. The item asked respondents how often they 

check out news Websites on the Internet. Respondents reported frequencies on a six-point 

scale, including never, ranging from less than once a week (1) to several times a day (5). 

ever responses were excluded from the analyses. 

Media use items were recoded so that higher scores reflected higher media use. 

The medi a use items were standardized using z-scores. The z-scores were summed to 

fo rm a single "news media use" index. High news media use index scores equal high use 

of news for informational purposes. 

Trust Measures 

Items 26-29 measured trust. Item 26 asked, "Generally speaking do you believe 

that most people can be trusted or that you can't be too careful in dealing with people?" 

The question represents a standard measure of social trust on the DOB Needham 

Lifestyles survey . Item 27 asked, "Do you think people in general today lead as good 

li ves - honest and moral - as they used to?" The yes-or-no response queStion has served 

. . . ct· t rth · ness by pollsters including as a common measure of pubhc op1mon regar mg trus wo 1 

· · 11 d d "most people 
Roper and Gallup since 1952 (Putnam, 2001). Item 26 was ongma Y co e 

. d 1- · th people" (2) Item 27 was 
can be trusted" (I ) and "you can't be too careful m ea mg Wt · 



originally coded "yes" (I) and "no" (2) The items we d d d · bl · re reco e as ummy vana es, 

where O represented low trust and l signified hi"gh trust Th ·t b. d . e I ems were com me to 

create an index of "interpersonal trust." 

Two items were used to measure institutional trust. Item 28 measured "political 

trust" and asked, "Generally speaking, would you say our political leaders are trying to 
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do what is in the best interest of the country or our political leaders are more interested in 

getting reelected than in serving the public?" The item measures trust versus cynicism in 

public opinion regarding government officials. The item was originally coded "our 

political leaders are trying to do what is in the best interest of the country" ( I) and "our 

political leaders are more interested in getting reelected than in servi ng the public" (2). 

The item was recoded as a dummy variable. where O represented cynicism and I signified 

trust. 

The last trust question, Item 29, measured "media tru t. " The item asked, "Would 

you say, for the most part , the mass media report fa irly on what we need to know?" or 

'The mass media sensationali ze stories to at tract a larger audience?" Again the item was 

recoded as a dummy variable with O representing cy nicism and I signifying trust. The 

four trust items were combined to fo rm a single ··overall trust" index. Each trust item 

included neutral response options, which were excluded from the analysis. 

Civic Engagement Measures 

d 
. . ement ac ti vities in the past year. Item 32 included 

Item 32 measure c1v1c engag 

. R ondents were asked "which, if any" of 
10 yes, no, or don ' t know response sub1tems. esp 

. . . erformed in the past year. The ac ti vities 
the following community ac t1V1t1es they had P 

. or oroanization, working fo r a political party, 
Included servino as an officer of some club 0 

0 
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attending a public meeting on town or school affairs, attending a political rally or 

speech, speaking at a political or community event, writing letters to a congressman or 

senator, signing a petition, holding or running for political office, and writing a Jetter to 

the newspaper. 

Individual item responses were recoded to ensure that higher scores reflected 

higher levels of civic engagement. Originally, they were coded yes (1), no (2), and don't 

know (3) . They were recoded no (0) and yes (I) as dummy variables. Don' t know 

responses were excluded from evaluation. The civic engagement items were summed to 

form a single "civic engagement" index. 

Social Capital Measure 

The civic engagement and trust indexes were summed to provide an index of 

"social capita\." 

The media use, political trust, media trust, interpersonal trust, social capital, and civic 

enoaoement indexes were subjected to Pearson correlation analyses to test the proposed 
0 0 

hypotheses. Cronbach's alpha analyses were calculated to measure the reli ability of the 

indexes. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Variables and indexes were subjected to Pears , 
1 

. 
on s corre atron analyses. Four of 

seven hypotheses were supported. News media use positive! d · ·fi 
1 Y an s1gm 1cant y correlated 

with overall trust, interpersonal trust, social capital, and civic engagement. The overall 

trust index did not significantly relate to civic engagement. The observed relationship 

was negati ve. Neither media trust nor political trust correlated significantly with media 

use. Low reliability estimates were achieved for the trust index using Cronbach 's alpha. 

However, the trust items were significantly and positively correlated. A complete 

correlation matrix is presented in Table I. 

Several observations were documented outside the scope of the hypotheses. 

Among the most notewo11hy, 43% reported most people can be trusted and 60% said our 

political leaders are trying to do what is in the best interest of our country. However, 74% 

indicated that they believe that the mass media sensationali ze stories to attract a larger 

audience. 

Cronbach ' s alpha estimates gauged interitem reliability. The 13 items comprising 

the media use index produced the strongest consistency, (alpha) = 0.847. The four items 

· · • J d ( I ha) - 0 329 The two items of the compnsmg the overall trust mdex corre ate , a P - · · 

. . . . 1 ( I h ) = o 262. The IO items compris ing interpersonal trust mdex correlated pos1t1ve y, a P a · 

. . . d a eliability estimate, (alpha) = 0.69S . the c1v1c engagement mdex produce a strono r 

h d t yielded the following results: In testing the individual hypotheses, t e a a 

HI : Overall trust increases with news media use. 



Table I 

Pearson's Correlation Matrix 

NMU IT 

NMU 1.000 

IT 0.194 * 1.000 

T 0.202 *** 0.789 *** 
CE 0.355 *** 0.044 

PT 0.086 0.145 * 

MT 0.079 0.101 

SC 0.410 *** 0.430 *** 

NMU = News Media Use Index 

IT= Interpersonal Trust Index 

T = Overal I Trust Index 

CE= Civic Engagement Index 

PT= Political Trust 

MT= Media Trust 

SC = Social Capital Index 

*p < .05 

** P< .01 

*** p < .001 
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T CE PT MT SC 

1.000 

-0.0 l l 1.000 

0.592 *** -0.015 1.000 

0.505 *** -0.087 0.113 1.000 

J 0.488 *** 0.867 *** 0.086 0.079 1.000 J 
C: 



The results of the Pearson correlation a 1 . 
na ysis supported H l . Overall trust was 
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pos itively related to news media use, r (266) = o 202 
05 

T . . 
· , P < . . he relat1onsh1p was 

signifi cant. 

H2: Interpersonal trust increases with news media use. 

The results of the Pearson correlation analysis supported H2 I I . nterpersona trust 

was positively related to news media use r (308) - 0 194 p < 05 Th I t· h. , - . , . . e re a ions 1p was 

significant. 

H3 : Media trust increases with media use. 

The results of the Pearson's correlation analysis failed to support H3 . Trust in the 

media was positively related to media use, r (312) = -0.079, p > .05. The relationship was 

not significant. 

H4: Political trust increases with news media use. 

The results of the Pearson's correlation analysis failed to support H4. Trust in 

political institutions was positively related to media use, r (30 I) = 0.086, p > .05. The 

relationship was not significant. 

HS : Civic Engagement increases with overall trust. 

The results of the Pearson's correlation analysis failed to support HS . Civic 

engagement was negatively related to overall trust, r (264) = -0.0 I I, P > .05. The 

relationship was not significant. 

H6 : Civic engagement increases with news media use. 

The results of the Pearson correlation analysis supported H6· Civic engagement was 

. . . _ 0 355 < 00 I. The relationship was 
pos1t1vely related to media use, r (323) - · , P · 

significant. , 



H7 : Social capital increases with media use. 

The results of the Pearson correlation analy is upported H7. Social capital wa 

positi vely related to media use, r = 0.4 10, p < .00 1. The relati on. hip was . ignificant. 
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CHAPTER y 

CONCLUSION 

Although it is impossible to generalize the find · f N . 
mgs o our ovember 2001, city 

survey on a national level, several interesting observati·ons d d • were ocumente outside the 

scope of the hypotheses. Respondents were substantially less cynical than those polled 

nationally prior to September 11, 2001. Perhaps the attack on America and subsequent 

surge in patriotism turned back the tide of cynicism. It will be important to track these 

variables along with patriotism over time to determine the impact of the attack on the 

variables of civic engagement. 

In 1999, only 25% of Americans reported most people could be trusted in a 

nationwide sample (Putnam, 200 l ). In November 200 l, 43% reported, "most people can 

be trusted." In 1997, 57% of Americans agreed, "the people running the country don't 

care what happens to you" (Putnam, 200 l, p. 4 7). However, in the November 200 l 

survey, 60% said our political leaders are trying to do what is in the best interest of our 

country. A national survey would have been necessary to determine if Americans 

opinions were so dramatically different in November 200 I, but the results indicate a 

potentially significant shift and the need for nationwide polling. 

Generalizations based on correlational analyses involving trust variables must be 

tempered by the reliability of the trust indexes. The overall trust index was based on only 

· ·sed of only two One item each 
four measures, while the interpersonal mdex was compn · 

. al trust index produced an measured political and media trust. The mterperson 

. · was desi aned for another study. 
unacceptably low alpha coefficient. The questionnalfe 0 



The trus t items were spec ificall y included to t t th h . 
es e ypotheses under inves ti gati on. 
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The ad mini stra tors onl y allowed the addition of th f · . 
e our items. Future studies should 

include more trust items. Cronbach's alpha estimates 1 d h. h • . . 
revea e 1g mtentem consistency 

within news media use and civic engagement indexes. 

News media use correlated positively with interpersonal trust, social capital, and 

overall trust, but did not relate to political or media trust. News media coverage of 

patriotism may have promoted the apparent shift from cynicism toward trust in 

interpersonal spheres, but the public remains very critical of the media. Seventy-four 

percent of those polled in November 2001 said that they believe the mass media 

sensationalize stories to attract a larger audience. 

News media use positively related to civic engagement. Therefore, the result 

contradicts a time displacement explanation of the relationship. Civic engagement would 

be expected to increase with trust. Interpersonal trust and civic engagement were not 

significantly related and overall trust was negatively associated with civic engagement. 

These findings challenge the social capital concept as explained by Putnam (2001), which 

contends that trust underlies social capital, which prompts engagement. However it is 

difficult to take this challenge as damaging when one looks at the low alphas for the trust 

measures. 

Shah et al. (2001 a) conceptualized social capital as a multidimensional construct 

· · · · · d · · ment Based on this trust and civic mcludmg hfe sat1sfact1on, trust, an c1v1c engage · ' 

. f · 1 capital index No life satisfaction engagement indexes were combmed to orm a socia · 

. . . . d N rtheless news media use and social Items were included in our social capital m ex. eve ' 

capital were positively related. 



Future studies are needed to empi rically ct · r · h • 
is mguis or unify the concepts of 
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soc ial capital and community integration. Both seem t 1 d h. 0 ea to 1gher levels of 

engagement. Although Shah et al. (2001a) include civic e . ngagement as part of social 

capital, perhaps a better approach would be to look at trust psy h I · 1 h , c o og1ca attac ment, 

interpersonal networks, and life satisfaction as variables which lead to higher levels of 

civic engagement. Scholars would benefit from a unified concept. Although the two 

concepts are complementary in many respects, the line between the two concepts remains 

unclear. It would also be beneficial to analyze the post-attack news content with special 

attention to patriotic themes. 

Simple correlation analyses were used to test vari ables. Multiple regression 

analysis would have permitted the estimation of the variance explai ned by each vari able. 

For example, variables other than media u e, like patrioti sm, may explain the observed 

trust variation. 

The results extend civic engagement knowledge becau e of the observed positi ve and 

significant relationships between news media use and civic engagement in a post 

September 11 , 2001 sample. Both indexes were strong measures of their constructs. 

Repeated measures would allow empirical tracking of the potential long-term effects of 

the attacks on the news media use, trust, civic engagement, and social capital 

f. h ·ct ce that news media use promotes relationship. Ultimately, the study reaf mns t e ev i en 

. h.f f icism toward trust in post-attack 
civic vitality and documents the potential s I t rom cyn 

America. 
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APPENDIX 

SURVEY ITEMS 

The following survey items refl ect the recoding described in the methods section 

of the paper. "Don ' t know" responses were excluded from the analy es and the appendix. 

News Media Use Items 

Since September 11 , 200 1, how closely have you been fo llowing the news at out the 

current war in Afghani stan? 

1. Not close ly at all 

1 Not too closely 

l Somewhat Closely 

➔ . Ve ry Closely 

1 
lnw closely have you been foll ow in !! the ne\, _. ahout the lc llcr- contaminated with the 

:rnthra\ hacteria heing distributed by mai\'J 

I . ot close ly at all 

1 ot too closel y 

1 omewhat Closel y 

➔. Very Close ly 

I , \ 'OU been fo lio\, ine the 
. . _,. . · ra\') How clo. cl . iaH:. 

\\ hat about the terrorist att acl'I.S 111 ge ne · 

. ' ) 

news abou t the combat with terrorism· 

I. Not closely at :.i ll 

1 ot too closdy 

3. Somewhat Close ly 
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H man da did you read a new paper last week? 

I. 0 or don t know 

2. 1 

3. 2 

4. 3 

5. 4 

6. 5 

7. 6 

8. 7 

On a scale from l to 10, where one means rarely and ten means everyday, how often do 

you read each of the following types of newspaper content? 

International Affairs? 

National government and politics? 

Editorials and opinion columns about local affairs? 

Human interest stories about people in the Clarksville area? 

Let's us a 10-point scale again, where one means rarely and ten means everyday; How 

often do you watch each of the following types of content? 

National news in the evening? 

Local news at 6 p.m.? 

Local news at 10 p.m.? 

How often do you check out the news Websites on the Internet/ 

1. Never or less than once a week 



2. Once a week 

3. Several times a week 

4. Everyday or about everyday 

5. Several times a day 

Trust Items 

Generally speaking, would you say 

1. Most people can be trusted or 

0. You can't be too careful when dealing with others 

Do you think people lead as good lives - honest and moral - as they used to? 

1. Most people can be trusted or 

0. You can't be too careful when dealing with others 

Generally speaking, would you say 

I. Our political leaders are trying to do what is in the best interest of the 

country or 

0. Our political leaders are more interested in getting reelected than in 

serving the public. 

Would you say for the most part, 

I. The mass media report fairly on what we need to know or 

0. The mass media sensationalize stories to attract a larger audience 

Civic Engagement Items 

Which of the following, if any, of the following community activities have you 

performed in the past year? (Yes = I, No = 0) 

. . ? 
Served as an officer for some club or orgamzatwn · 
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Worked for a politi cal party? 

Served on a committee for some local organization? 

Attended a public meeting on town or school affairs? 

Attended a political rally or speech? 

Spoken at a political or community event? 

Written to a congressman or senator? 

Signed a petition? 

Held or ran for political office? 

Written a letter to the newspaper? 
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